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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
 
 

Musical Encounters Along the Contemporary Camino de Santiago 
 
 

by 
 
 

Hannah Snavely 
 

Master of Arts, Graduate Program in Music 
University of California, Riverside, June 2020 

Dr. Deborah Wong, Chairperson 
 

This thesis examines how individuals use sonic practices to shape the social space 

of the Camino de Santiago, specifically analyzing how pilgrims’ and locals’ musical 

encounters create the contemporary Camino. The pilgrims’ practices and spaces 

simultaneously intertwined with, rivaled, and sounded in synchrony with lived places 

grounded in local histories and politics. As I understand the Camino not simply as a site 

to practice one’s own culture or religion through music and sound but also to become 

immersed in and begin to understand others’ customs, contestations, and transformations 

between the international pilgrims and the local Spaniards characterize the route. The 

contemporary Camino is marked by a new emphasis on sustained spiritualities, 

encounters with transformed cultural heritage events, and heightened access to fleeting 

global-local interactions. Based on accounts of listening practices and interpretations of 

events, I first study how ritualized global musical encounters utilized cosmopolitan 

musical knowledge while simultaneously depending upon national difference to facilitate 

sentiments of communitas. Next, I examine how Catholic religious music delineated 

sacred places for the pilgrims, demarcating for them which sonic events were part of the 
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Camino. Exploring religious festivals, I demonstrate how pilgrims were witnesses to 

Spanish cultural and musical practices that heightened the authenticity of the experience, 

as they ascribed varied levels of meaning and significance to places along the way. After 

arriving to Santiago, I investigate the ways politically charged performances and 

assertions of regional identities in Galicia expanded and interacted with the religious to 

signify locality and reterritorialize place. Finally, I end by exploring one particular song 

sung throughout the Camino and how its lyrics and history embody the many themes 

throughout this thesis. 
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Note on Audiovisual Examples 

 All audio and video examples in this work are available on an online interactive 

map and included in the footnotes. They are marked as labeled in sequential order and are 

preceded by the following icons: 

Video 

Audio 

 

To access the interactive map, as well as supplementary photos, please click on 

the following link and select the corresponding media. Then, select the link under the 

image to access the audiovisual content. All audiovisual material was recorded by the 

author unless otherwise noted. 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1dnqlNgXDeNkq68Df-

Y_HUY0IEvqDX9xA&ll=42.71291740922329%2C-5.25104639999995&z=6 

 

All audiovisual material is also available in a folder at the following link: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DT8caRijyocM2MJxcdctiRNHhk6Futgw?usp=sh

aring 
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First Steps, First Sounds 

My Camino began and ended with nocturnal sonic disruptions, sound clamoring 

through the windows as I shoved foam plugs into my ears in hopes of finding sleep 

amidst the noise. In Saint Jean Pied de Port, on the night before I began my walk, it was 

the Basque choir concert I had attended that evening in a cathedral down the street that 

spilled out into the alley below my albergue (lodging designated for pilgrims) after the 

official performance ended, accordion folk tunes and choral voices advancing toward my 

bed.1 On my final night in Santiago, the bagpipes in the bar outside my hotel room, 

continuing the celebrations of Galician traditional music that had begun the previous 

morning, meant that I abandoned hope for sleep and instead stayed awake reflecting on 

the past six weeks.2 Even within spaces that I thought would be private areas of rest and 

rejuvenation on a sacred journey, Spain was inescapable. 

My frustrations with nighttime sounds unsettled my senses, disturbed my sleep, 

and ultimately physically impacted my daily rituals along the Camino de Santiago (Way 

of St. James, hereafter called the Camino). Many other pilgrims I met along the Way 

shared similar sentiments, evident through the many discussions I had with pilgrims 

about loud music from beyond the windows or the “deep baritone of a snore” that shook 

 

1 Audio 1. Kanta Hergarai choir concert in the alley interrupts sleep inside of hostel, St. Jean Pied de 
Port. Recorded by author.  
 

2 Audio 2. Nocturnal Santiago Tradfest celebrations play beyond hotel windows, Santiago. Recorded 
by author. 
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the bed.3 By the end, we went so far as to select rooms for lodging with only people who 

did not snore, to insure that our physical needs for rest were first met. These auditory 

interruptions, and the actions we took to mitigate them, reflected expectations for a 

sustained, individualized spiritual experience, heightened by desires for communitas in 

Catholically marked sacred places. Despite this, local musics in each place we walked 

ultimately sounded, disregarding the temporally defined pilgrims’ customs of walk and 

rest.  

My overarching research goal is to examine how individuals use sonic practices to 

shape the social space of the Camino, specifically analyzing how pilgrims’ and locals’ 

musical encounters create the contemporary Camino. The pilgrims’ practices and spaces 

simultaneously intertwined with, rivaled, and sounded in synchrony with lived places 

grounded in local histories and politics. As I understand the Camino not simply as a site 

to practice one’s own culture or religion through music and sound but also to become 

immersed in and begin to understand others’ customs, contestations and transformations 

between the international pilgrims and the local Spaniards characterize the route. To 

explore these ideas, I examine the various functions local musics and soundscapes have 

for the pilgrims in the twenty-first century, including creating communitas across 

international community formations, marking sacred place and time, representing cultural 

heritage and history, and signifying regionalist struggles.  

In order to investigate these sonic practices, I begin with a general overview of 

music along the Camino and an examination of how several characteristics of this 

 
3 Personal communication, Rick, June 21, 2019, Zubiri.  
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pilgrimage make it unique to both its historical iterations and other pilgrimages around 

the world, including desires for sustained spiritualities, encounters with transformed 

cultural heritage events, and heightened access to fleeting global-local interactions. After 

explaining my methodology and positionality, I demonstrate how these features 

manifested themselves musically throughout the pilgrimage, writing out of time and 

spatial order so that I can best develop my theorizations. I start my musical analysis by 

studying how ritualized global musical encounters in albergues utilized cosmopolitan 

musical knowledge while simultaneously depending upon national difference to facilitate 

sentiments of communitas. Next, I examine how Catholic religious music delineated 

sacred places for the pilgrims, demarcating for them which sonic events were part of the 

Camino. Exploring religious festivals, I demonstrate how pilgrims were witnesses to 

Spanish cultural and musical practices that heightened the authenticity of the experience, 

as they ascribed varied levels of meaning and significance to places along the way. After 

arriving to Santiago, I investigate the ways politically charged performances and 

assertions of regional identities in Galicia expanded and interacted with the religious to 

signify locality and reterritorialize place. Finally, I end by exploring one particular 

anthem sung throughout the Camino and how its lyrics and history embody the many 

themes throughout this thesis. 

As a part of a religious practice over 1,000 years old, more than 300,000 pilgrims 

from around the world cross Spain each year to the arrive at the Catedral de Santiago (St. 

James Cathedral) in Santiago de Compostela, the location where Catholic traditions 

purport that the remains of James the disciple rest (Oficina del Peregrino 2019). This site 
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in northwestern Spain was one of the most popular Christian shrines during the Middle 

Ages, when individuals would come to venerate the remains and receive plenary 

indulgences (Dunn and Davidson 1996:xiii; Sumpton 1975:160). In recent decades, the 

Camino’s multiple routes have regained popularity, simultaneously becoming more 

secularized as individuals walk for the physical challenge, as a way to see Spain and 

make friends from around the world, or in response to recent tragedy. While many 

Spaniards walk to Santiago, over half of the pilgrims are international. In 2019, the 

pilgrims came from 189 different countries, primarily hailing from Italy, Germany, the 

United States, Portugal, South Korea, and other more affluent countries in Europe 

(Oficina del Peregrino 2019:4-6). Pilgrims are readily identifiable, most frequently 

walking and marked by scallop shells on their hiking backpacks, as this is the visual 

symbol associated with St. James. In many ways the Camino has become the premier 

pilgrimage for upper and middle class individuals in the United States and Western 

Europe, while concurrently remaining a central pilgrimage to devout Catholics across 

social classes around the world (Sánchez y Sánchez and Hesp 2016:x).  

Musicological scholarship has addressed the music performed along the Camino 

in past centuries, particularly focusing on the music enacted at festivals during the Middle 

Ages (Dunn and Davidson 1996). The Codex Calixtinus, a twelfth-century manuscript 

documenting information about the Camino, is particularly important because it contains 

liturgies and melodies which pilgrims sang while walking to Compostela (Dunn and 

Davidson 1996:43; Feinberg 1985:174; Medrano del Pozo 2004). Furthermore, it is a 

valuable document for Western Art music because the authors of these works, French 
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musicians working in the Catedral de Santiago, wrote some of the earliest examples of 

European polyphony (Corrigan 1996:Xunta de Galicia 2020d). The Cantigas de Santa 

María, associated with King Alfonso X in Burgos during the thirteenth century, as well as 

liturgies and architecture in the Catedral de Santiago, also contained musical references 

to the pilgrimage, marking the route as a site of devotion and miracles (Scarborough 

1996; Grégorio 2007; López-Calo 2011; Villanueva 2005). The multi-disciplinary 

approach towards studying pilgrimage, which began in the 1990s, further reveals that 

English-language scholars have addressed the Camino from a wide range of angles, 

including religious studies (Anthony 2018; Oviedo and Farias 2014; Smith 2018), 

theology (de Klerk 2016), anthropology (Frey 1996; 1998; Jeffrey 2018; Im and Jun 

2015; Sánchez y Sánchez and Hesp 2016; Tomé 2015; Warkentin 2018), religious 

tourism (Lois González 2013; Lopez 2013; Tilson 2005), ritual studies (Feinberg 1985; 

Harrigan 2010), and communications and media studies (Linton 2002; Sime 2009). This 

literature, in addition to the plethora of blogs, guidebooks, memoirs, and movies, has 

reinterpreted the Camino such that it has a defining role in the First World imagination of 

pilgrimage, though often portraying a rather idealized version of the journey (for 

example, see Cotelo 2016; Estevez 2010; Gow 2014; Rudolph 2004). 

The musics that reference the Camino are as multi-faceted and complex as those 

who walk and live along the route. The Camino itself impacts music, and many artists 

have recorded music in reference to the Camino, which can easily be seen through the 

countless number of tracks that appear on Spotify under the search “Camino de 

Santiago.” Internet forums such as the recent Facebook group “Música de los Caminos de 
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Santiago: el son del peregrino” (“Music of the Ways of St. James: The Rhythm of the 

Pilgrim”) reveal hundreds of people who are interested in the multiple musics both 

directly addressing the pilgrimage and that are played throughout northern Spain (López 

and Morán 2020). This large musical interest today demonstrates the continuing 

importance of music along and about the Camino and informs my ethnographic analyses 

of the pilgrims’ lived experiences. 

Throughout my research, pilgrims maintained roles primarily as active listeners to 

the music and sound around them, both during walking and at periods of rest, meaning 

that musical practices along the contemporary Camino were starkly different from 

historical customs along the paths and in contrast to other pilgrimages ethnomusicologists 

have researched. Ethnomusicologists have argued for multiple central roles of music on 

pilgrimage, particularly for its importance as a way to encourage the pilgrims (Mendoza 

2017), build community (Ingalls 2011; Peña 2011), construct place (Greene 2003:205), 

and cross transnational borders (Bohlman 1996a, 1996b). As I demonstrate throughout 

this paper, pilgrims and those who inhabited space along the Camino used music for 

these purposes as well, but with different methods to achieve these goals. The pilgrims I 

encountered were primarily recipients of the sonic experiences around them, whether that 

be the blasts of fireworks streaming through the hostel, disrupting their sleep, or the 

silence of the forests that gave them the space to internally process previously suppressed 

thoughts and emotions. These sounds were part of a broader sensorial soaking that 

created a highly corporeal, embodied experience for those who walked. The physical 
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rhythms of walk, rest, and sleep, as well as the necessary attention to fatigue and injury, 

greatly impacted listening practices and decisions. 

As a result, when pilgrims encountered sound that conflicted with their personal 

corporeal needs, they practiced their aural agency through the use of earplugs and 

earbuds to block or alter the noise. Particularly because of their desires for a spiritually 

fulfilling experience, they used music in very specific ways that aided both their physical 

and spiritual needs. Pilgrims utilized technology to facilitate individualized, culturally 

specific musical practices, as most pilgrims who listened to songs, ranging from 

Rachmaninoff piano concertos to the Red Hot Chili Peppers, through their earbuds, stated 

that it provided moments of solitude or relief from the searing pain that accompanied 

each step.4 Conversation or long periods of silence were the other preferred aural 

experiences, as several pilgrims told me they came to get away from the noise of normal 

life. For example, one pilgrim from London noted to me that she was walking to get away 

from all the noise at home and instead enter into quiet spaces; it was the sonic way to 

“slow down” from the rapid pace of modern life and have space to process emotions.5 

Still, there were instances when the pilgrims created music, whether it was singing “The 

Battle Hymn of the Republic” as motivation to climb a difficult mountain, purchasing a 

 
4 Personal communication, Rick and Jayne, June 21 and July 6, 2019, Zubiri and El Burgo Ranero. 
  
5 Personal communication, Jayne, July 5, 2019, Terradillos de los Templarios. 
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ukulele to assuage boredom, or belting ABBA’s “Honey, Honey” as a way to connect 

across national boundaries while walking.6  

Ethnomusicologist Philip Bohlman has argued that music along European 

pilgrimages embodied “histories that [did] not neatly fit the models and categories of 

modern theory;” as pilgrims sounded out their crossings, national boundaries became 

fluid and contested, and alternative Europes were created (Bohlman 1996b; Bohlman 

1996a:377-8). At the same time, these contested borders became locations of culture and 

revealed ways history intermingled with the present (Bohlman 1996a:376). While the 

Camino is unique to pilgrimages in Central Europe, I examine how these theoretical 

claims evidenced themselves in the pilgrims’ journeys, as well as highlight other 

functions that music maintained along the route. I therefore focus on how everyday life 

could come barreling into the pilgrimage experience whether pilgrims desired it or not, as 

such moments highlighted multiple complex identity formations which extended beyond 

the religious (Feinberg 1985:290). The pilgrims and their musical practices rapidly 

circulated to reconfigure spaces and contest boundaries along the route (Eade and 

Sallnow 2000; Greene 2003). Furthermore, while pilgrims’ journeys and musics broke 

down boundaries, at the same time, highly localized musics challenged this fluidity and 

sonically redrew borderlines to maintain place-based identities that looked to the past 

amidst the streams of change in the present.  

 

6 Audio 3. Swedish and American pilgrims singing ABBA’s “Honey, Honey” while walking as a 
way to have fun and connect across national boundaries. Recorded by author.   
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Building on Bohlman’s propositions of musical contestation and border-crossing, 

I offer new ways to understand how international pilgrims walked, especially in light of 

the emphasis on sustained spiritualities, desires for authenticity through cultural heritage 

tourism, and heightened access to fleeting global-local interactions. As I will illustrate 

throughout this thesis, these three factors had a profound influence on the ways pilgrims 

musicked and sonically encountered each other while walking to Santiago. 

 

Sustained Spiritualities 

 Despite the unmistakably Catholic musical assertions and associations of the 

pilgrimage with that which sounded religious, I had several conversations while walking 

during which other pilgrims contended that the pilgrimage was not necessarily religious, 

but definitely spiritual. Spirituality specifically as a First World construct stems in part 

from the effects of a perceived secularism in the West, a “worldview and ideology” or 

epistemic knowledge linked with modernity, while simultaneously rising from a turn 

towards subjectivity and individualism (Casanova 2011:54-5; Glendinning and Bruce 

2006:400), most famously described by religious studies scholar Charles Taylor in A 

Secular Age (Taylor 2007). Taylor claims that an entire society can be secular in the 

sense that religion is one option among many, making secularism a “pre-ontology” or 

new condition for understanding moral, spiritual, or religious experience (Taylor 2007:3). 

It is this plurality of potential beliefs and ways to find fullness in life that he calls the 

spiritual. Furthermore, secularity provides space for both religious practitioners and non-

believers to experience and search for human flourishing (Taylor 2007:19). In contrast to 
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religion, which can be understood as an institutionally mediated and organized relation to 

a transcendent God(s) beyond the self, the secularized spiritual focuses on the immanent 

(Glendinning and Bruce 2006:401; Taylor 2007:20).  

Many pilgrims commented to me that the walk was a spiritual journey for them, a 

“privatized, experience-oriented” ritual, focused on individual, personal experiences and 

practices rather than those of collective or doctrinal importance (Hanegraaff 2020:78). 

Pilgrims came alone or in small groups, meaning that they had the time to focus on 

mental, emotional, and spiritual self-improvement. Camino scholars have also cited this 

shift in motivations for walking through similar language, calling it “an internal 

pilgrimage of the self” (Feinberg 1985:241), denoting “an emphasis on personalized, 

‘transcendent spirituality’” (Frey 1996:62), or arguing that “spirituality is here 

understood as both intrinsically part of the Camiño7 and, at the same time, spirituality 

arises in the Camiño from the movement of people” (Sime 2009:84).  

Spirituality changes how individuals conceive of liminal spaces and times, as they 

become internal places in which to dwell and utopian moments to be desired, to some 

extent unaffected by the surrounding environment (Anthony 2018:11; Turner 1969). The 

experience is a rite of passage, in that the person separates from their society for a time 

and then returns changed (van Gennep 1908). Rather than the reintegration or final 

destination being the end goal, the process that occurred in the liminal time – and the 

interactions with others in the liminal places – became the most important, both as the 

 
7 Sime uses the Galician spelling Camiño throughout her dissertation “in order to ameliorate the 
universalizing effect that Castilian has on the pilgrimage” (Sime 2009:29). I chose to use the Castilian 
Camino because my research focus is on the pilgrims, who use this pronunciation as well.  
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point of outward worship and the source of inward fulfillment. Even though the pilgrims 

continuously intermingled with Spanish cultures, places, and individuals who were not on 

the pilgrimage, they took actions to control their environment, sustain the inward journey, 

and remain in liminal spaces. Sometimes these choices were literal and physical, like 

when they chose to remain in the stuffy hostel instead of going down the street to explore 

an air-conditioned museum. Other times they were sonic, such as the moments they 

inserted headphones to listen to music, because the quiet around them had “become too 

loud.”8 For the pilgrims, the entire experience became a spiritual framework, sacred 

event, and religion, the moments themselves evolving into idealized pasts, transcendent 

presents, and desired futures. I use the term sustained spiritualities to theorize this desire 

to turn sporadic, sublime instances into an uninterrupted heightened state of being that 

lasts throughout the weeks-long liminal event. 

Conceiving of the Camino through this lens of spirituality further allows me to 

account for the postmodern multiplicity of reasons people walk and what they take away 

as the most impactful moments. Additionally, this holistic framework of spirituality 

enables me to highlight the embodied, sensorial elements of the pilgrimage and considers 

the high levels of religious tolerance that many of the pilgrims with whom I interacted 

expressed (M. Smith, Macleod, and Hart Robertson 2010:141-2). Spirituality’s focus on 

individual interpretations and subjectivity provides explanations for the pilgrims’ varied, 

culturally defined interpretations of sacred or meaningful moments; as one pilgrim noted 

 
8 Personal communication, Colin, June 18, 2019, St. Jean Pied de Port. 
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to me, “cada Camino es diferente”9 (each Camino is different). The events that produced 

human flourishing were not solely dependent upon secularism or a particular religion, 

although they were most certainly influenced by and deeply connected to all of these 

factors. The atheist, Jew, Muslim, or Christian walking the Camino was at times there 

simply to be changed or to seriously explore what they believed, creating multiple 

spiritualities rather than a singular doctrinal religion, even though their previous lived 

religions affected their interpretations of the journey.   

In this sense, the Camino became its own rite of passage to be worshipped, 

founded upon Catholicism but now holding meanings that extend beyond one religion. It 

is a singular ritual constructed upon the bricolage of experiences of the countless pilgrims 

who have sought the beyond in Santiago and found fullness through the daily rhythms 

that ran together to create a sustained liminal season despite their immersion in the 

cultures surrounding them and connections to their life before separation (van Gennep 

1908:10; Coleman 2002:359). At least, this was the goal, and that was how pilgrims 

remembered and described it to me. The desire for sustained spiritualities, as will be seen, 

impacted pilgrims’ interpretations of many of the musics occurring along the route and 

defined what they understood to be Camino. 

 

Transformed Actualities of Cultural Heritage 

 The Spanish national government’s actions to transform the routes into cultural 

heritage sites throughout the end of the twentieth century contribute significantly to the 

 
9 Personal communication, Ángela Ramos Rosellón, April 2, 2020, WhatsApp. 
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Camino’s popularity today. The pilgrimage had lost much of its popularity between the 

sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, only regaining recognition initially after the 

rediscovery and papal validation of Santiago’s relics in 1884, and then again during the 

1950s and 1960s due to political reconstructions and the utilization of nostalgia for a 

medieval, Christian Europe (Feinberg 1985:192; Frey 1996:25; Xunta de Galicia 2020e). 

At this point, Francisco Franco, Spain’s dictator, desired to create a nation that was 

united not only culturally and linguistically, but religiously as well, declaring Catholicism 

as the national religion (Aldred 2005:113, 115). He consequently used the pilgrimage as a 

symbol of religious and national pride, and he did this in part by making July 25, the day 

of Saint James, a national holiday (Feinberg 1985:200; Xunta de Galicia 2020e). 

Furthermore, wanting to promote tourism within the country, Franco worked to 

build the infrastructure needed to accommodate not only pilgrims but tourists as well, in 

both Santiago and along the route (Xunta de Galicia 2020e). In 1962, he named the 

Camino a “conjunto histórico-artístico” (historic-artistic heritage), raising its status within 

the Spanish nation and starting the heritage-building process necessary for cultural 

tourism (Sánchez-Carretero 2015:97). Pope John Paul II visited Santiago in 1982, 

drawing large crowds, and in 1993 the Camino’s many routes were named a UNESCO 

world heritage site because of the “built heritage of historical importance created to meet 

the needs of pilgrims” over the past centuries (UNESCO World Heritage Centre 2020; 

Xunta de Galicia 2020e). This top-down patrimonialization, combined with the many 

museums and informational resources such as signs and pamphlets as well as the 

maintenance of historically significant buildings, provided the route with both the 
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historical and religious legitimacy needed to become a cultural heritage tourist 

destination. 

Specific annual events and festivals have also increased cultural heritage tourism 

in Santiago de Compostela. The Xacobeo (Holy Year) festivals, when St. James’ Day 

lands on a Sunday, have transformed into large attractions involving concerts of world-

renowned artists with the goal of drawing millions of people to Santiago (Feinberg 

1985:229). Numbers alone reveal the effectiveness of these festivals; for example, the 

two million pilgrims who arrived for Xacobeo in 1965 increased to seven million by 1993 

(Xunta de Galicia 2020e). With the next Xacobeo set to occur in 2021, the local 

governments and organizations have been working for several years to prepare for the 

millions of pilgrims and tourists who will flood both Santiago and the routes (Xunta de 

Galicia 2020b).10 Other festivals along the Camino Francés, particularly the San Fermín 

Festival or Running of the Bulls in Pamplona, have given cities throughout northern 

Spain the international fame and cultural legitimacy needed to draw thousands of 

outsiders for a few weeks out of the year.  

I rely on Barbara Kirschenblatt-Gimblett’s theorizations of heritage and 

actualities as a way to understand the role that cultural heritage and religious festivals 

played along the Camino (1995), and I account for the multiple functions that this 

performed heritage had for both pilgrims and locals. Kirschenblatt-Gimblett defines 

heritage as “a mode of cultural production in the present that has recourse to the past” 

 
10 Plans for Xacobeo 2021 are uncertain at this time due to the COVID-19 crisis, and the Xunta de Galicia 
is working to adapt their plans in response, especially as many small towns’ economies depend upon the 
Camino for income (Xunta de Galicia 2020c).   
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(1998:7). She notes that this form of cultural production relies on virtualities, or curated 

culture, and actualities, or “real places, real things, and real experiences,” which together 

can create a sense of hereness (Kirschenblatt-Gimblett 1995:376). Kirschenblatt-Gimblett 

acknowledges that authenticity is one of several ways to theorize cultural heritage, and as 

folklorist Regina Bendix shows, authenticity is a created ideal that relies on notions of 

history and purity for its success (Bendix 1997). I therefore argue that pilgrims’ 

interpretations of these actualities as performed cultural heritage determined 

understandings of authenticity during various events on the Camino, and I use the term 

“authenticity” with care and awareness of its projected, imagined character (Bendix 

1997:206). I show that the festivals I witnessed in Burgos and Santiago attracted pilgrims 

and tourists through sentiments of authenticity based on transformed actualities, 

moments that produced realness because they were locally specific events designed for 

the Spaniards (Kirschenblatt-Gimblett 1995). Instead of staged performances that lost 

their authenticity through their presentational nature, I theorize these religious festivals as 

glances to the past that transformed cultural heritage in the here and now in a way that 

kept them meaningful and relevant for the future (Titon 2009:121).  

Despite the increased push for tourism since the 1950s, the festivals in northern 

Spain based themselves on real religious and cultural motivations designed for the local 

populations, and the musical performances and rituals both reflected the local folk 

traditions and required an audience that understood the underlying meanings and 

aesthetics. At the same time, they provided consumable, entertaining, and exotic 

commodities that were included with the purchase of the backpack, lodging, and meals 
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(Aoyama 2007:107). While the pilgrims did not self-define as tourists, they still 

performed as such through their access to and consumption of local, place-specific 

cultures (Aoyama 2009:80-1). The commoditization and tourist’s gaze, or pilgrim’s ear, 

did not lessen the significance that these events had for local audiences. Rather, these 

actual local practices transformed into moments that heightened feelings of authenticity 

for the pilgrims and enabled them to at least peripherally interact with various “real” 

Spanish customs. 

 

Access to Fleeting Global-Local Interactions 

 As anthropologists Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson have noted, space is 

constantly reterritorialized in the contemporary world, and the Camino is no exception 

(Gupta and Ferguson 1992; Anthony 2018; Oviedo, de Courcier, and Farias 2014; Smith 

2018). In fact, I argue that pilgrimage pathways are some of the areas most subjected to 

spatial reterritorialization, especially as outsiders to local areas daily pass through them, 

creating globalized and translocal spaces through new relationships and sonic cultures. 

Just as Bohlman noted that pilgrimage routes create an alternative European history that 

renders borders fluid, the diverse identities walking the Camino transformed bounded 

places by bringing the constant stream of the global to the local (Bohlman 1996b:429).  

Theories of globalization enable us to conceive of concurrent interactions of the 

local and the global across transnational or transcultural boundaries and simultaneously 

account for fluid and ever-emerging identities (Appadurai 1996:18, 48; Lysloff 

2016:485-6; Chanady 2003:202). While I concur with James Clifford that people have 
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always been on the move (Clifford 1997:2), I also agree with Arjun Appadurai that mass 

media, technology, and migration have altered the ways that societies and cultures 

interact with one another (Appadurai 1996:2-6). The entire world is instantly available at 

the click of a button or a glance at a TikTok video. While globalization is still not 

completely encompassing or total (Turino 2003:52), the increase in mass media and 

technology in the twenty-first century has contributed to the globalized musical practices 

existing along the Camino today, and the long history of people moving across Spain 

connects these musics to past crossings and soundings. This globality, created through 

pilgrims’ active transnational crossings (Chávez 2017:22), has both broken down borders 

and depended upon hegemonic phenomena such as the English language and popular 

music to enable these fleeting global interactions.  

Pilgrim lifestyles provided the access needed to complete the Camino and 

participate in these transnational crossings. Many of the pilgrims I encountered were in 

liminal periods of their lives, or transitional moments between stages of life (Turner 

1969; Turner and Turner 1978; Feinberg 1985:290). Others, like myself and many of the 

other students, teachers, and retired individuals I met, took advantage of their summer 

months to walk. The Europeans I talked to had access to the pilgrimage because they had 

more vacation days or could split the walk into several separate weeks. An increase in 

pilgrims, specifically international ones from beyond Europe, was due both to the 

privileged access to leisure time and the rise in accessibility of the pilgrimage itself. 

Hundreds of websites and online forums are available for pilgrims to ask questions and 

minimize unknown factors before leaving. Several apps attach to a phone’s GPS to both 
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track where one walked and allow one to see all lodging possibilities in their next town, 

and the trails are clearly marked so that the pilgrim does not stray from the path. I easily 

bought new shoes when mine proved insufficient, and another pilgrim purchased 

headphones when he lost his previous set. Planes, trains, and buses quickly took us 

around the world to both the rural starting village and any town in between. While the 

pilgrimage required mental and physical endurance, it still reflected expectations for 

higher standards of living and material comfort. Combined with financial support from 

the national government, organizations that coordinate the religious hostels, and local 

administrations that maintain the paths within their jurisdiction, the Camino has become a 

thriving pilgrimage route that is easily accessible to the outsider (Lois González 2013:16; 

see also Asociación de Municipios del Camino de Santiago 2020; Xunta de Galicia 

2020b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This increase in accessibility and comfort, combined with the fact that many 

people come alone or in small groups, has provided the infrastructure needed for pilgrims 

Figure 1. Increased access visible through 
route signage. Photo by author.  
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to have bursts of fleeting global-local interactions, and many pilgrims noted that this was 

part of the initial lure and magic of the walk. I experienced this during the first week 

when I dined and conversed with various individuals I had met either that day or the day 

before, coming from the United States, Germany, the Czech Republic, Israel, and Saudi 

Arabia. I knew something special happened at that meal, as it felt like the whole world 

had come to the table and I laughed harder that night with these strangers than I had in 

over a year. Communicating in English, drinking wine, and hearing the Beach Boys play 

on the bar’s radio, this liminal non-place that we had entered was only made possible 

because of the hegemonic forces of globalization and the popular music market.  

At the same time, we were very much grounded within the local environment: 

while our table created a global atmosphere, it was embedded in a bar in a town in Spain. 

Furthermore, each individual was translocal, in that they came from a particular location 

and retained elements from that place while being equally affected by those around them. 

The globalized use of English was needed in order to effectively communicate, but the 

translocal qualities brought the differences that kept the moment interesting and exciting. 

This communion was temporary and fleeting, as I proceeded to never interact with this 

exact group again. As the pilgrimage was highly individualized, most did not walk in 

large groups, limiting many of these one-on-one global interactions to just a single day. 

Even groups that formed while walking often dramatically separated, merged with others, 

or reconnected weeks later.   

I thread these three features of the contemporary Camino into my ethnographic 

accounts below, as they provide frameworks for conceiving how musical events and 
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encounters fostered community across difference, sustained spiritual experiences, 

promoted cultural heritage, and established and dismantled boundaries, thereby crafting 

the Camino into what it is today. But first, allow me to explain how my methodology and 

positionality shaped my interpretations. 

  

The Way I Walked the Way 

 The data for this paper is a result of ethnographic research that I conducted from 

June 19 to July 27, 2019 on the Camino Francés. The Camino Francés, or French Way, is 

the most popular route today, as over half of the pilgrims walk on this path (Oficina del 

Peregrino 2019:10), and it stretches across northern Spain, going through both small 

towns and well-known cities such as León, Burgos, and Pamplona. This route has the 

most hospitality infrastructure set up for those walking, in regard to hostels, masses, and 

restaurants, providing increased interactions with other pilgrims and more opportunities 

to experience the many rituals designed for them. Furthermore, several of the cities 

through which it passes have large religious festivals during the summer months, which 

directly influenced my work on the music along the Way.  

The most common starting point on the Camino Francés is Sarria because that 

town marks the minimum distance required, 100 kilometers, to obtain the pilgrim’s 

certificate (Oficina del Peregrino 2019:11). Pilgrim narratives, however, claim that St. 

Jean Pied de Port, a small French border town on the eastern side of the Pyrenees, is the 

“official” starting point of the Camino Francés today. While only 11% of the total 

pilgrims who walked in 2019 began in St. Jean Pied de Port, those who did claimed 
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greater levels of legitimacy to their journey (Oficina del Peregrino 2019:11). I began 

there as well and walked from June 20 to July 19, 2019, over seven hundred kilometers 

from St. Jean Pied de Port to Santiago de Compostela.11 Daily patterns were rather 

simple, in that I walked with one or more people about twenty-five kilometers, settled 

into the next hostel, maybe attended mass, and relaxed or explored the city for the rest of 

the day. Due to severe plantar fasciitis (tendonitis in the muscle on the arch of the foot), I 

left the field for a few days, skipping a significant portion of the walk between El Burgo 

Ranero and Ponferrada, and then I continued with a combination of taxis, buses, and 

walking until the last one hundred kilometers, which I exclusively walked. While my 

injury limited my conversations with a greater variety of pilgrims, it enabled me to 

experience another reality of the pilgrimage, as many do become physically hurt and 

must then use other modes of transportation.  

For my fieldwork methodologies I followed in the footsteps of Elena Peña and her 

performative anthropological methods for studying pilgrimage in Performing Piety: 

Making Space Sacred with the Virgin of Guadalupe (2011). Recognizing that fieldwork 

itself is a performance, she uses the term “co-performative witnessing” to explain her role 

as researcher. Furthermore, when she imagines “culture as a matrix of boundaries, 

borders, intersections, turning points, and thresholds,” the fieldsite becomes the same 

thing: a complex, dynamic site whose cultural boundaries shift as quickly as the people 

walking by (Peña 2011:15). Because of the nature of pilgrimage as a multi-sited 

phenomenon, understood in this paper as a large network of paths and sites that construct 

 
11 Refer to the interactive audiovisual map, link on page xii, for an image of my route.   
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meanings across multiple locations both static and dynamic, I decided that co-

performatively witnessing by becoming a pilgrim and physically walking the Camino as 

others have long done would be the best way for me to understand contemporary 

pilgrims’ experiences and their interactions with the pilgrimage and Spain as a whole 

(Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 2011:3; Frey 1996:12). Tropes of perceived authenticity 

further influenced this decision, as many pilgrims only legitimated another person’s 

belonging through their decision to walk rather than take another mode of transportation; 

the ascetic performance of physical pain, fatigue, and suffering remained central elements 

of the journey that could only be embodied through walking. In fact, countless pilgrims, 

including myself, neglected throbbing joints and cramping muscles to keep walking, 

demonstrating that physical sacrifice and the corporeal act of walking to Santiago was a 

central element of the pilgrimage. 

As I continually changed locations, the only constants were the few pilgrims with 

whom I consistently walked. I recognized the potential dangers with this, as it could 

easily become a “drive-by ethnography” lacking depth, and I maintained awareness of 

this throughout the walk. Since my goal was to follow the people, however, and my 

objective for this time was to understand the Camino from a pilgrim’s perspective, most 

of them also walking for the first time, I argue that this was the best way to understand 

the sonic experiences of the pilgrims. I therefore visually embodied a pilgrim’s habitus 

with my backpack, exercise clothes, and hiking shoes, and I walked with the pilgrims. 

The hours of spontaneous conversations and informal questions which arose from the 

subsequent organic interactions with others provided the contextualization for the 
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concrete, situated experiences we shared together, providing me with great depth and 

understanding of the reasons people walked and how the pilgrims transformed over the 

journey. Discussions of musical events, religion and spirituality, and other comments 

about Spain’s culture additionally surfaced with little to no prompting from me 

(Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 2011:168).  

Autoethnography was a primary methodology for my fieldwork, as my becoming 

a pilgrim served as a point of entry into ethnographic inquiry. Recognizing both the 

benefits and “limitations of autoethnography” in ethnomusicological writing (Wong 

2019:10), I strive to, as anthropologist Brent Luvaas states, connect my situated, 

embodied experiences to “larger social, cultural, and historical processes” (Luvaas 

2017:6). My acts of becoming unfolded simultaneously with the other pilgrims’ 

becomings, as with each step and interaction our identities transformed, not knowing 

exactly the ways we would change throughout the trip until we arrived at the end (Luvaas 

2017:8). Therefore, my identities of researcher and pilgrim remained blurred and 

interconnected for both myself and the pilgrims with whom I walked. Other Camino 

scholars have frequently employed autoethnography for their research, as they 

demonstrate that knowing the pilgrimage through completing it is central to being able to 

write about it. Anthropologist Ellen Feinberg, for example, notes that, in addition to the 

interviews and surveys she conducted, she and her pilgrimage partner were her key 

informants (Feinberg 1985:13). While I similarly generate knowledge through analyzing 

my own actions and emotions, I connect these experiences and reactions to other 

pilgrims’ perspectives and textual data in order to demonstrate the multiplicity of sonic 
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interpretations and ways of pilgriming that can occur along the Camino, which is how 

Luvaas believes autoethnographic methodology is most effective (Luvaas 2017:7). 

The multiple levels of insider and outsider states I negotiated, specifically as a 

practicing Protestant and a university student from both Pennsylvania and California, we 

were central to my pilgrim interactions and now influence my writing. Initial encounters 

that marked me as an insider, however the other person interpreted me as such, were 

central to my needs to establish rapport and trust quickly, and my status as researcher was 

generally irrelevant (Burnim 1985:435, 437). Ethnomusicologists have frequently written 

about the advantages of being a religious insider when studying ritual practices. For 

example, Melvin Butler explains how his insider status linked him to his interlocutors and 

and allowed him to engage in a form of “participatory performance” that “employed 

sonic and bodily actions intended to facilitate spiritual transformation” (Butler 2019:11). 

While my status as a Protestant, an “almost” religious insider, immediately connected me 

with the other Christian pilgrims, I also was able to epistemologically code switch and 

engage in intimate conversations with those who had other beliefs. Instead, we connected 

because we were at similar stages in life: most of my collaborators who were not 

practicing Christians were other university students or of a similar age.  

I began my pilgrimage with a walking partner, Ángela, a Spaniard my age who 

was walking around the same dates as me. She reached out to me through the Facebook 

page “CAMIGAS ~ A Buddy System for Women on the Camino,” a site created for 

women concerned with safety on the trail to find walking partners (CAMIGAS ~ A 

Buddy System for Women on the Camino 2020). I figured having a Spaniard by my side 
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would be nothing but advantageous with regards to both access and safety, and we could 

separate at any point if needed. I was right: Ángela provided me with an in-depth 

perspective on Spain, the reasons why people from her country walked, and access to 

other Spanish-speaking pilgrims. After the first ten days, though, we separated due to the 

onset of my injuries and my need to walk slower. I walked the rest of the Camino with 

English speakers, primarily from the United States and Europe, and mostly all under the 

age of thirty, as social groups were often formed through similarities found in age, 

language, and initial conversations and connections with others.  

 

 

 

 

 

In my attempts to emulate the actions of other pilgrims, I frequently deferred to 

others regarding where they wanted to stay at night or places they wanted to see in the 

city. Sometimes I even begrudgingly went along with the others’ choices and was 

pleasantly surprised by the experience because we stumbled upon a musical event or 

ritual I had not known was there. The only times I separated from my friends or 

recommended things to do was when there were particular hostels or concerts that I 

thought would be interesting for my research. Quite frequently, others wanted to come 

Figure 2. Entering Spain with Ángela. 
Photo by Ángela Ramos Rosellón. 
Used by permission.  
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along for these events and were interested for their own sake, commenting multiple times 

that they really enjoyed the experiences. On other occasions, I showed up on my own and 

ran into individuals or groups of pilgrims at the same event and then passed the time 

interacting with them. Of course, every choice I made determined what sort of data I 

would collect, excluding some opportunities for potential ethnographic experiences, but 

providing me with unique perspectives on other events. While I also chose not to conduct 

formal interviews with pilgrims, my ethnographic accounts are contextualized within the 

days-long conversations that I had with pilgrims while walking.  

Through my autoethnographic reflections on becoming a pilgrim and my co-

performative witnessing and conversing with pilgrims and locals, several key themes 

emerged with regards to how musicking influenced the pilgrim experience. Let us first 

examine how fleeting global-local interactions in the form of musical encounters 

socialized pilgrims to create sentiments of communitas despite the stark differences 

between them. 

 

Encountering Globalized Musics, Creating Communitas 

 In this section, I use theories of the global musical encounter to create a 

framework for how hospitaleros, or albergue hosts along the Camino, asked pilgrims to 

perform music in order to heighten spiritual experiences and instill ephemeral feelings of 

inter-pilgrim community and connection. These rendezvous depended upon specific 

aesthetic expectations, cosmopolitan formations, and religious backgrounds in order for 

them to be meaningful for the pilgrims. Within the confines of the albergue, these 
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musical encounters articulated varying levels of sameness or difference to connect 

pilgrims within communal spaces, impacting their future inter-pilgrim social formations 

which in turn constructed ever-altering renditions of the Camino.  

One of the most defining traits of the Camino that both pilgrims and popular 

culture highlighted was the ability to share in a common humanity along the route, “a 

breaking down of regional identity [that created] a community through shared values.”12 

As Philip Bohlman notes, anthropologists use the Turnerian theorization of communitas, 

or a heightened sense of community and connection, to describe these feelings of 

commonality that occur during pilgrimage, even though each person experiences the 

events through their own backgrounds and understandings (Bohlman 1996a:398; Turner 

1969). Community formations solidified and deepened over time as pilgrims endured 

physical suffering, laughed together, or even underwent a dangerous experience together. 

While pilgrims certainly desired and idealized communitas, as it helped to create a 

sustained spiritual experience, it occurred at varying levels and at different moments 

throughout the pilgrimage. 

As previously noted, fleeting global-local interactions were one constant of the 

contemporary Camino, which scholars Bob W. White and Katherine In-Young Lee 

theorize as “global encounters” (White 2012:5; Lee 2018:81). White defines global 

encounters as “situations in which individuals from radically different traditions or 

worldviews come into contact and interact with one another based on limited information 

 
12 Personal communication, Patrick Rainford, April 6, 2020, Facebook Messenger. 
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about one another’s values, resources, and intentions” (White 2012:6). Pilgrims 

constantly found themselves in these circumstances, as they knew very little about the 

other person with whom they came into contact, and they often went through the basic 

questions of nationality, job, and reasons for walking in order to form first impressions. 

These disparate traditions or worldviews can also be sung into being, and Lee expands on 

White’s definition to explore how processes of musical cross-cultural exchange can be 

asymmetrical, revealing localized, personal examples of globalization in action (Lee 

2018:81-2). I want to take this theorization one step further to demonstrate how 

communitas was one such feeling that was achieved during these global music encounters 

on the Camino, even if it was done at the cost of excluding particular groups of pilgrims. 

Furthermore, as traditions or worldviews were sung into being, they offered points of 

encounter across difference, where one pilgrim was heard by another, while at the same 

time essentializing a national identity into a single song. 

Some of the instances that most readily achieved sensations of communitas were 

the rituals involving music. These occasions could occur during religious rituals, such as 

the mass on the second evening in Roncesvalles that at least sixty pilgrims attended, an 

organ preluding the pilgrim’s blessing to come and marking the beginnings of our 

journey.13 Others accompanied the daily, cyclical moments of communal pauses. For 

example, near the end of a particularly physically and emotionally draining walk through 

 

13  Audio 4. A priest leads pilgrims in sung prayer during pilgrim’s mass as a way to ritually unite 
them for the journey, Roncesvalles. Recorded by author.  
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hot, desolate wheat fields to the small village of Hontanas, my companions from the 

United States and I heard a voice singing in the distance. Drawing nearer to the sounds, 

we discovered a Cuban hostel worker singing to a recording of the mariachi-style song 

“La de la mochila azul” (She of the Blue Backpack).14 Seeing some friends from 

California relaxing outside the entrance, my companions immediately decided to go no 

further. As the employee’s voice transported us into a cosmopolitan non-place that 

resonated more as the Americas than Spain, the rancheras that followed, along with some 

beers, created a sanctuary that connected us with recent friends on a more intimate level 

and made us forget we were suffering in the dry meseta.  

Still other ceremonies, especially the musical encounters that occurred in religious 

albergues, were specifically designed to engender feelings of communitas between us. 

These albergues were markedly distinct from the private or municipal ones: typically free 

or by donation, the pilgrims cooked and ate a communal dinner, attended mass together, 

and possibly joined in another ritual event, and each of these activities could use 

participatory music as a method to encourage cross-cultural interactions and spiritual 

reflection. These hospitaleros utilized participatory music as a central element of 

community formation, selecting works they believed would be easy to learn or already 

known by most pilgrims, and offered lyrics written out so that the pilgrims could read the 

previously unknown words. They facilitated moments such as chanting a prayer 

 

14 Audio 5. Employee sings “La de la mochila azul” to welcome pilgrims into rest at the hostel, 
Hontanas. Recorded by author.  
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performed to the rhythm of Queen’s popular song “We Will Rock You”15 to create 

instances that through song, no matter our age or what language we predominantly spoke, 

we came together as one for a few fleeting moments. The facilitators reinforced the 

Camino’s religious heritage through connecting these participatory musics directly to 

Catholic frameworks. While an individual pilgrim did not experience exactly the same 

ritual twice, the hospitaleros daily repeated it in the albergue so that hundreds of pilgrims 

throughout the Camino at a particular time would have experienced this event. 

The hospitaleros’ and priests’ wishes for pilgrims to perform religiously 

significant music resonated most deeply for me at the religious albergue in Grañón. This 

is one of the albergues highlighted in documentaries such as Walking the Camino: Six 

Ways to Santiago (Smith 2014). The film shows a ritual that Ángela and I participated in 

as well: seated in the balcony of the town’s church, we spent time silently praying and 

then offered up reflections in our first language. Those with us in the albergue that night 

were all Catholic or spiritually seeking, and most did not speak English; while I had seen 

some occasionally on the trail, we had not interacted until then because of differences in 

language and age. The main room had a piano and guitar, which greatly excited me 

because it had been over a week since I had actually played any music. As I sat down to 

play the piano, the hospitalera from Argentina told me they sometimes ask pilgrims to 

sing at mass. Another pilgrim I had just met, a priest from Colombia, was overjoyed at 

 

15 Audio 6. Chanted prayer before a communal dinner at religious hostel, Grañon. Recorded by 
Ángela Ramos Rosellón. Used with permission. 
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this idea, and he shared with me that the psalm for the day was Psalm 23. I actually knew 

one song for Psalm 23 from the Contemporary Christian Music genre, so I tuned up the 

guitar and began to play. The hospitaleras and priest immediately whipped out their 

phones and began to record, insisting that I sing at mass that night, to which I obliged.16 

This song, which I performed in English as an outsider to mass, and the song in Spanish I 

played during communion, became musical moments that spiritually resonated with both 

the pilgrims and locals, who commented to me about how much the music impacted 

them, despite the fact that it was sonically unfamiliar. Based on the listeners’ delighted 

reactions, “Psalm 23” met their aesthetic expectations to provide spiritual fulfillment and 

connect them together in ritual, despite the differences within their lived religious 

practices.  

Another significant musical ritual that utilized the global musical encounter to 

create communitas was overseen by what many called the “singing nuns” in the town 

Carrión de los Condes. It is the only event of its kind of which I am aware along the 

Camino Francés: 

While I did not spend the night at Albergue Santa María, the nuns were gracious 

enough to let Sadhbh, the college student from Ireland I had befriended that morning, and 

me join their sing-along time in the early evening. This event was one often mentioned in 

blogs and Facebook pages as a moving and impactful experience, when pilgrims 

 

16 Video 1. I perform Shane and Shane’s contemporary Christian song “Psalm 23” during mass, 
with pilgrims from various countries seated in the church, Grañon. Recorded by Ángela Ramos Rosellón. 
Used with permission.  
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perceived the world to come together through music (Born 2016; Kelly 2020; John 2014). 

The four Spanish and German Augustine nuns made this assertion as well, stating, “la 

música es un lenguaje universal” (music is a universal language). About fifty pilgrims sat 

on metal folding chairs in a circle in the albergue’s back courtyard, and since Sadhbh and 

I had arrived a little late, we took seats by the tables along the wall.  

The nuns handed out papers with song lyrics in English, Spanish, and French, and 

they instructed us in both Spanish and English in order to make the sing-along as 

accessible as possible to a range of nationalities. They led the first tune, “Joyful, Joyful 

We Adore Thee,” both with the words and what the hospitaleras called “everybody’s 

language,” otherwise known as the vocable “la.” After a few other songs, the nuns 

requested that people from various countries come to the center and perform something 

that represented their culture.  

The nuns convinced Myori, a pilgrim from Japan studying abroad in Spain whom 

I had befriended in Grañón, and a friend to perform, and they appeared nervous as they 

sang in unison a cappella song they both knew. The other tunes were familiar to me, and I 

sat humming along as the young Mexican training to be a priest grabbed the guitar and 

sang “Cielito Lindo” with his brother and sister-in-law, and a few Korean pilgrims 

hesitantly vocalized “Arirang.” The nuns did not ask anyone from the United States or 

other countries in Europe to perform. Sadhbh was moved, and afterwards she told me we 

found Jesus better there than we would have at mass.  
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At this global encounter in Carrión de los Condes, the nuns’ repertoire selections 

called on assumptions of cosmopolitanism – that the pilgrims were of a particular cultural 

group and “epistemic community” existing across national boundaries and socialized 

through globalized musical practices, abilities, and aesthetics - as a way to create a sense 

of communitas, a feeling experienced by Sadhbh that day as an encounter with Jesus 

(Turino 2003; Harrison 2012). In this way, assumed cosmopolitanism and aesthetic 

preferences formed the basis for communitas, congealing identities that felt connected to 

the spiritual experience, a moment that extended beyond other identity markers such as 

race, nationality, or even religion.  

While this global encounter drew heavily on cosmopolitan knowledge, it also 

asked pilgrims to perform national difference in order to show that even though they 

came from a variety of cultural backgrounds and musical practices, they were still one 

and together on this pilgrimage, united in the goal of arriving in Santiago. While I was 

Figure 3. “Canta y Camina” (“Sing and 
Walk”) lyric pamphlet used for sing-
along, Carrión de los Condes. Photo by 
author. 
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familiar with the songs “Arirang” and “Cielito Lindo,” other pilgrims expressed to me 

that they did not know them. Borders first existed and were constructed through 

previously unheard yet aesthetically palatable musics in order to articulate the national 

distinctions that would be broken down to create the global pilgrim community; 

communitas was only achievable when difference was first sounded.  

I additionally questioned the motivations behind which nationalities the nuns 

chose to highlight, as the pilgrims from the United States and Europe remained unmarked 

and were not asked to perform a piece, while those from East Asia and Mexico were 

asked to perform their difference by singing on their own. Was this a re-perpetuation of 

Otherness and the tourist gaze, an asymmetrical cross-cultural exchange based on the 

belief that Europeans and those from the United States would like to listen to music more 

exotic and unfamiliar than music from their own countries (Lee 2018:81)? Was it simply 

an innocent oversight for that day only? Or did the nuns assume that there were too many 

Americans or Europeans to include all or to come to a consensus for a song to perform? 

Understood through the lens of the global encounter, I believe that it could have been a 

little bit of all three, as global encounters are power-laden and contain certain levels of 

misunderstanding, despite the best of attempts to perform a communitas that stripped 

individuals of their identity markers (White 2012:6-7).  

These global musical encounters in albergues, therefore, shaped the social space 

for individuals to engage with pilgrims that would not have otherwise met, as they 

proposed a cosmopolitan communitas that contrasted greatly with other moments along 

the pilgrimage. They formed the Camino so that pilgrims interacted more across 
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international lines than just the walking and unstructured time in albergues allowed. For 

most of the trip the groups were heavily demarcated by age, language, or nationality, and 

initial overheard conversations greatly determined long-term social interactions. Sounded 

languages and accents were markers of nationality that gave a pilgrim an understanding 

of and hope for potential belonging.  

For example, during the beginning of my pilgrimage, when I walked with a 

Spaniard and talked only in Spanish, I interacted with many other Spaniards or Latin 

Americans. When I shifted to an English-language group, I rarely spoke to Spanish 

speakers because I had linguistically separated myself from them, drastically altering my 

interactions and perceptions of the pilgrims. The individuals with whom I sang at Carrión 

de los Condes and Grañón, while not part of my core group of pilgrims, were ones with 

whom I continued to talk throughout the walk, even if there were significant language 

barriers between us. I even ran into some daily, a group of three men in their sixties who 

spoke French and I had met in Grañón, and we talked and laughed together every day 

even though I could only say about five sentences in their language. While the global 

musical encounters created a communitas that was incongruent with other instances on 

the pilgrimage, they aided in community formations across linguistic and national 

barriers and heightened pilgrims’ spiritual experiences across various religious 

backgrounds, reconstructing the Camino through sound.   

Let us now leave the albergue and enter a cathedral to find out how pilgrims’ 

hearings of the sacred constituted the Camino.  
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Sustaining the Sacred, Defining the Camino 

 I felt a gentle shaking on my leg and opened my eyes, startled to see those in the 

bunk beds around me packing their bags or already gone for the second day’s walk. As I 

pulled out my earplugs that I had inserted to block the snoring around me, another 

pilgrim asked me to unlock my cabinet because his backpack was inside, and he wanted 

to leave. I obliged, and while doing so I noticed faint monophonic Gregorian chant in the 

distance. I was mesmerized. I thought this monastery wasn’t functioning anymore, I 

sleepily thought to myself. Still, as I wandered to the bathroom to brush my teeth, I kept 

hearing the music, and I knew monks were downstairs somewhere singing.  

And then I passed a small white speaker on the ceiling.  

I could not believe I was so easily fooled. I had been convinced that there were 

monks worshipping somewhere on the property, when it was actually a recording used to 

gently wake us up for the journey ahead.17 

In this section, I analyze ways that the local religious musical practices created 

places that pilgrims defined as part of the Camino because of their sacred associations. 

Here, pilgrim encounters with locally created musics revealed how pilgrims’ aural 

expectations impacted their interpretations of meaning-laden places. The Gregorian chant 

that sounded through the albergue in Roncesvalles was just one example of the lengths 

that workers and curators throughout the route went to in order to sustain sacred places 

 

17 Video 2. Monks heard over the loudspeaker in the morning to create a sacred soundscape, 
Roncesvalles. Recorded by Ángela Ramos Rosellón. Used with permission.  
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based on Catholic religiosities and remind pilgrims of the historical reasons people 

travelled to Santiago. My presuppositions that the pilgrimage would also be 

overwhelming Catholic, combined with my extensive reading about the Roncesvalles 

mass before I began to walk, further influenced my mishearings of live chant rather than 

technologically-mediated sounds. What music or place an individual considers to be 

sacred is undoubtedly contingent upon their theologies and epistemologies, influenced as 

well by the ways others define something as sacred. As ethnomusicologists have argued 

repeatedly, the categories of the sacred and the secular are constantly shifting, context 

specific, and have the potential to transform one another (Butler 2019:5, 15; Dudley 

2004:4-5; Hagedorn 2001:117; Sakata 1994:91).  

Understanding that space itself plays an active role in the production of 

knowledge and action (Lefebvre 1991), ethnomusicologists have explored how sound 

makes space and place sacred. Just as practitioners can render music sacred through 

“practice or by virtue of its ontology” (Engelhardt and Bohlman 2016:3), the movement 

and musics of pilgrims can reorder spaces in general and imbue particular sacred places 

with meaning (Casey 1997:14). For example, Paul Greene’s article on Buddhist 

pilgrimage shows how specific places designated as sacred through the pilgrims’ musics 

and steps reordered the Kathmandu Valley as sacred (Greene 2003:206). Elena Peña 

similarly claims that embodied practices and performances both individually and 

collectively create sacred spaces along Marian pilgrimages, simultaneously considering 
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how they can connect sacred spaces across disparate locations18 (Peña 2011:17, 24). 

While music is one element of embodiment that creates these spaces, she focuses 

primarily on the general actions and practices of the pilgrims. Abigail Wood expands 

beyond the music-making of the pilgrims to examine the soundscapes of Christian 

pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and similar to my own work, she explores how “pilgrims seek to 

realise personal and communal ideals in a crowded, shared space,” positioning the 

musical practices within the pilgrims’ surrounding environments and places (Wood 

2014:285).  

I build on these scholars’ arguments to show how pilgrims’ expectations for 

sacred music and place greatly impacted their interpretations of sacredness along the 

Camino. I propose here that locally-performed sacred musics played a key role in the 

creation of sacred places and times, which, informed by desires for sustained spiritualities 

and curated religious heritage, became frameworks that pilgrims used to draw boundaries 

between what did and did not formulate the Camino. In other words, their perceptions 

created lines between what constituted places as part of their liminal journey (Casey 

1997:19). At the same time, I seek to destabilize this boundary and assert that these lines 

were neither concrete nor fixed, as pilgrims’ understandings were diverse and changed 

over time.  

The above section on global musical encounters already provided examples 

during which the pilgrims’ musickings with one another created sacred places for a brief 

 
18 While Peña uses the term “space,” drawing from Michel de Certeau’s assertion that “space is a practiced 
place” (Peña 2011:41), I defer to Steven Feld and Keith Basso’s understandings of “place” as particular, 
practiced, and laden with multiple meanings (1996). 
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time. Music, sounds, and silence in cathedrals, albergues, and museums additionally 

engendered sentiments of the sacred by calling forth memories of an infrastructure 

historically constructed to support specifically Catholic pilgrims and maintaining a desire 

to remember the route’s religious roots and heritage. The church bells in each town 

insisted on an hourly reminder that this path only existed because of the pilgrims who had 

walked before us and constructed places of worship along the way.19 The museums and 

cathedral-museums like the one in Burgos played Baroque organ fugues and soprano 

solos, music readily associated with European religious practices. We passed through 

several tiny chapels that played sacred tunes and offered a place to stop walking for a 

little and pray. Even pilgrimage facilitators not strictly Catholic, such as the evangelical 

albergue hosts in Ligonde, made sure to have a piano with Contemporary Christian Music 

charts and a guitar available for the pilgrims to play while stopping there for a rest. The 

liminal spaces and times the pilgrims perceived both depended upon elements from the 

past and were affected by interactions with the individuals who lived, worked, and 

sounded out along the pilgrimage route; the separation was never absolute. Since the 

pilgrims based their interpretations on whether an event or sound was connected to the 

Camino’s assumed Catholic heritage or if it impacted them on an emotional level, I use 

the term “sacred” to encompass the multiple ways that they found particular musics and 

places to be spiritually significant and set apart. 

 

19 Audio 7. In a bell tower, Santo Domingo de la Calzada. Recorded by author.  
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I will now consider a specific moment of interpretation, when another pilgrim, 

Anna, used frameworks of a sacred place to define what was and was not the Camino, 

despite the fact that, as will be demonstrated in later sections, other pilgrims readily broke 

down these boundaries: 

Ángela and I stayed at Pamplona’s municipal albergue, Albergue Jesús y María, 

because it was the cheapest and we knew there would be space even with the San Fermín 

festivals beginning in about a week. Situated in the casco histórico, or the historic part of 

the city, the albergue was a two-minute walk from the historic Catedral de Pamplona. 

Ángela, Anna, a woman from Madrid, and Rumina, a Ukrainian currently living in Italy, 

had planned to go to the events designed for pilgrims at the cathedral, so I accompanied 

them. While we waited for the prayer time and subsequent tour to begin, we sat on the 

cathedral steps and watched four women tuning their instruments and conducting mic 

checks on a small stage. This rock concert, sponsored by Navarra’s government and 

Kattalingune, the public services supporting the region’s LGTBI+ community, was to 

raise awareness about LGBTI-phobia and the need to recognize sexual/gender diversity.20  

Leaving the plaza and guitar tunings behind, we entered a small chapel for the 

prayer time and were immediately immersed in the Taizé song “Bless the Lord, My 

Soul.” While this French ecumenical worship genre was not readily recognizable for 

many pilgrims, the envelopment in unison singing and woodwind accompaniment was a 

 

20 Audio 8. Pro-LGBT+ rock concert in plaza immediately next to Catedral de Pamplona, 
Pamplona. Recorded by author.  
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stark contrast to the sounds of the rock concert outside. During the subsequent cathedral 

and museum tour, even though we were bathed in choral music and relative silence 

compared to the busy city outside, we could still hear the beginnings of their rock concert 

permeate through the ancient walls.  

As we exited the cathedral after the tour, the bells began to peal incessantly for 

the seven o’clock Corpus Christi mass, immediately halting our conversation as crowds 

climbed the cobblestoned hill and passed through the metal gates for the service.21 

Among the ruckus I heard bits of electric guitar and snare drum coming from the small 

plaza left of the cathedral. As the bell tolls continued to rhythmically penetrate their 

concert, the percussionist began to drum along with the beat. The bassist ascertained the 

bells’ pitch, roughly an F, and joined the drums and bells in sonic simultaneity. Finally, 

the bells stopped, and they continued their concert.  

While we listened to these sounds, Anna rejected them as “not part of the 

Camino,”22 claiming that our experiences inside the cathedral had been part of the 

pilgrimage, but the other soundscapes around us were not.23 

 Anna’s reactions and comments during the Corpus Christi bells and rock concert 

provide glimpses into the pilgrims’ sonic expectations for and place-based renderings of 

 

21 Audio 9. Bells announce Corpus Christi mass, Pamplona. Recorded by author. 
 
22 “Eso no es el Camino,” personal communication, June 22, 2019. 
 

23 Video 3. Rock band plays with the church bells, Pamplona. Listen to the drums play in tempo 
with the bells at 0:00 and the bass guitar approximate the bell’s pitch at 0:25. Recorded by author.  
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the sacred that created the Camino for them. Her decision to go on the cathedral tour and 

immediate assertion that the rock concert outside of the cathedral was not part of the 

Camino revealed an interpretation where only what the pilgrim agentively chose to do, 

and not what was subjected to her because of the environment, was the pilgrimage. While 

Greene notes that Buddhist pilgrims called the other sounds in the landscape a 

“distraction from useful spiritual contemplation,” Anna was more explicit in 

distinguishing between the experiences she understood as related to activities we actively 

selected versus those beyond our control (Greene 2003:218).  

Furthermore, it was only the sounds that occurred within the cathedral and prayer 

chapel, places already imbued with sacred meaning, that for her were the Camino. To me, 

the overwhelming presence of the bells connected to an auditory Catholic hegemony that 

I had heard throughout the walk so far, but Anna did not relate these sounds in Pamplona 

to the pilgrimage. The Camino remained detached from ritualized sacred moments 

associated with the church calendar, such as the Corpus Christi celebrations, rather than 

her own ritual timeline. Social spaces into which locals sounded were disconnected from 

her spiritual experience, and her sonic anticipations did not leave room for rock concerts 

to inform her sacred journey.  

Anna, Ángela, Rumina, and I conversed more about the music of the Camino 

while listening to the rock band play. Despite these rather rigid initial distinctions 

between the sacred and the secular, Anna and the others remained open to other sonic 

practices influencing their journey, revealing that engagement in unexpected aural 

experience could impact pilgrims’ future decisions and interactions with local social 
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spaces, further reconstructing the Camino. The multiple touristic ways pilgrims engaged 

with new sights and sounds to meaningfully incorporate musical encounters with locals 

into their sacred journey will be unpacked below as we walk past a parade in Burgos. 

 

A Walk Past Local Heritage 

 Pilgrims spent most days walking between small villages and through farmland or 

forests, and an entire week could pass before arriving in a city. The desires for a sustained 

spiritual experience were heightened through the relative silence and sounds of nature 

that accompanied the rural parts of the pilgrimage, and unwanted sounds were considered 

disturbances to the pilgrims’ individualized goals and desires.24 Upon entering the noisy 

metropolises, pilgrims frequently noted that they were overwhelming, “bustling,” and 

“took some getting used to.”25 The Camino Francés passes through several large cities 

that have vibrant and lively religious festivals during their summer months, rendering the 

polarities between quiet and loud even more noticeable.  

In this segment I follow international pilgrims as they witness the heterogeneous 

musical practices that configure the Camino in urban areas during religious festivals. For 

the pilgrims who took advantage of these lively cities to explore, they began to coalesce 

their previously performed sacred practices and inter-pilgrim relations with sites of 

cultural heritage where they could learn more about particular Spanish histories and 

 

24 Audio 10. Sounds of nature and relative silence during a snack by a river. Recorded by author. 
 
25 Personal communication, unnamed pilgrim, June 22, 2019, Pamplona.  
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identities through musical performances. While these moments and fluid spaces can be 

understood as fleeting global-local interactions, in that they were recognized and perhaps 

meaningful for a moment, and then gone the next, never to be interacted with again, their 

understandings of the Camino and self-identification as pilgrims expanded as they 

engaged with new localized sounds. At times, these actualities of lived heritage also 

rivaled with pilgrims’ physical needs and were therefore disregarded as locales of 

interaction across difference. As in the other ethnographic cases throughout this thesis, 

the understandings of these sonic interplays as part of the Camino were wide-ranging and 

at times dependent upon their reasons for walking.   

One instance when I walked past cultural heritage performances and observed 

pilgrims witnessing these explorations was during the San Pedro festivals in Burgos: 

 The night before, one of Ángela’s friends in Burgos had informed her that there 

were San Pedro festivals in the city beginning that day. I decided to walk alone and 

complete two legs, or twenty-six miles, so I could be in Burgos for as much of the 

festivals as possible. When I arrived in Burgos, I saw lines of Spaniards as if there was 

going to be a parade, and after asking around, I received confirmation that my predictions 

were correct. I selected a shaded location next to some friendly locals, who were excited I 

had paused to enjoy the parade, shocked I had walked so much in a single day, and 

concerned for my safety since I was at the time walking alone.  

The brassy blasts of the charangas, or small ensembles of wind and percussion 

instruments, danced down the streets and played works ranging from unfamiliar 
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repetitive, strophic tunes26 to upbeat versions of globalized Latin pop hits such as Carlos 

Vives and Shakira’s “Bicicleta.” These bands’ notes bled into castanets and dulzainas 

(double-reed woodwinds) accompanying jota (a folk music genre) dancers,27 which were 

then followed by troupes of gigantes, large plaster heads that were omnipresent on the 

streets during religious festivals. For two hours I sat with hundreds of Spaniards to view 

the spectacle and listen to the musicians performing. Because the Camino was literally on 

the same street, I witnessed countless pilgrims walk past and barely notice the parade, 

focused on getting to their next destination without so much as a glance at the parade on 

their right. Little blips on the sidewalk, they were there one instant and gone the next, lost 

in the distant crowd. 

I later joined the flashes of other pilgrims walking down the street to get to the 

municipal albergue. Sounds of dulzainas and trumpets whizzed by at lightning speed, one 

note blending into the next as I remained focused on my only goal: to arrive at the 

albergue and get a few hours of rest.  

 

 

26 Video 4. Charangas perform in the parade, Burgos. Recorded by author.  
 

27 Video 5. Jota dancers in the parade, Burgos. Recorded by author.  
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How much can an individual comprehend from inhabiting a space for a few 

minutes, or at most, one to two days? How did the pilgrims react and perform within 

these fleeting subjectivities and snapshots of instances? Just as Bohlman argues that 

“boundaries [are] rendered fluid by the pilgrim’s way,” every place and location along 

the pilgrimage was altered by pilgrim pathways, even if it was only for an instant 

(1996b:440). Equally, the pilgrims were impacted by each step they took, despite the 

moments holding varying layers of meaning for them. Here I want to highlight the 

ephemeral and evanescent qualities that were inherent within the pilgrimage, particularly 

as they portrayed ways that pilgrims functioned as tourists and spectators to various 

performances. The pilgrims also made conscious decisions about what to take in and 

experience during their walk. For those walking past the parade, this may not have been 

part of their Camino if they desired to get to an albergue in the next city, or if their 

fatigue restricted their ability to stop. While the San Pedro festivals performed and 

transformed actual cultural heritage around them, they were sometimes more concerned 

with maintaining their role and timeline as pilgrims, staying within the liminal times 

Figure 4. Pilgrims walk past the parade path 
without stopping, Burgos. Photo by author. 
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defined by their daily rhythms. Several pilgrims and I did this later on in the pilgrimage 

as well, as we plowed through a city and ignored the concerts occurring because we had 

to arrive to the next town in time to get beds for the night. 

When the pilgrims did pause, though, they transformed into religious tourists 

focusing on Spain around them and turning their gaze or ear upon the Other. As stated 

above, the parade in Burgos was part of an unstaged festival, an actuality interpreted as 

hereness and authenticity without perceived baggage of commercialization and 

commoditization. Pilgrims who temporarily halted their journey to Santiago witnessed 

countless similar performances during their explorations of the religious festivals in 

Burgos. Those stopping to perform as tourists further turned into audience members 

during concerts, which ethnomusicologist Katherine Hagedorn has argued “holds the key 

to understanding the negotiation and perpetuation of meaning” in performance (Hagedorn 

2001:58). Just as Hagedorn notes that religious rituals recontextualized for secular, 

commoditized performance draws a large variety of audience members with different 

motivations and levels of understanding, the festivals had a range of spectators.  

The festivals in Burgos in particular, less advertised or geared towards outsiders 

than the ones in Pamplona or Santiago, had the local audience in mind. This meant that 

there was a disparity in levels of understanding between the Spaniards and the pilgrims. 

The polarity was exemplified while I sat and watched the parade and, as an outsider, I 

asked the person next to me about each performance that was unfamiliar to me, and she 

explained it all with confidence and ease. While these musical encounters were not 

directly contextualized within commoditization, they were part of the all-inclusive 
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experience the pilgrims paid for through their accommodations and food. Tourism 

industries such as Airbnb profited on last-minute lodging requests when pilgrims, 

including myself, decided to stay in the city for more than one night. 

The festivals in Burgos offered pilgrims an opportunity to become immersed in 

local sonic cultures, as concerts popped up in plazas and corners all over the city, 

including immediately outside of several of the albergue, which was located in the 

historic center. Simultaneously, time and physical constraints such as exhaustion or 

injury could prohibit them from fully participating in the activities. Fireworks and parties 

continued late into the night, and since they were temporally incongruent with the 

pilgrims’ sacred daily rituals and the closing times of the albergue, pilgrims were denied 

physical access into these places. Concert venues were at times difficult to find or farther 

off the Camino than made them feasible to attend. During the performances the pilgrims 

could experience, crowds or parents with children on their shoulders often blocked their 

views. Even if they wanted to gain a richer understanding of the heritage, it was 

sometimes not possible. At other times they chose to conform to their role and desires as 

pilgrims and attend mass instead of a concert or go on a cathedral tour instead of 

watching the gigantes. Their self-identification as pilgrim and interest in pilgrim-specific 

events came before any regard for cultural heritage performances.  

Levels of mis/understanding were varied throughout pilgrims’ musical encounters 

and depended upon the multiple motivations behind why people chose to complete the 

pilgrimage. Even though I immediately recognized the jota, and posed questions to the 

Spaniards around me at the parade about the various instruments and meanings of certain 
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imagery, most of these nuances were lost on other pilgrims when we walked around the 

festival the following day. For example, another pilgrim asked me if the jota competition 

we stumbled upon outside the cathedral after mass was flamenco, despite the stark 

musical differences between the two genres.28 In fact, it took serious work to convince 

them that the musical practices were distinct.29 As he was walking primarily as a way to 

have an adventure and connect with his son, and secondarily for religious purposes, his 

intentions were not to engage deeply with Spanish cultural practices. Instead, the jota 

performers were an unexpected diversion that provided entertainment for a brief time, 

even though he lacked full comprehension of the event. 

Other pilgrims were more analytical during the various performances. On my 

second day in Burgos, I went with a friend to watch the gigantes dance to drums in the 

plaza by our albergue. This pilgrim, walking primarily as a way to meet people from 

around the world and to explore a new country, immediately recognized the ways the 

gigantes played into racialized phenotypical stereotypes. While he (and I) lightly 

criticized these insensitivities, as outsiders we respected the practices and hoped they had 

some deeper meaning than what we could only partially comprehend. Furthermore, the 

 

28 Video 6. Winners of the Castilian jota competition mistaken for flamenco, outside the Burgos 
cathedral after the pilgrim’s mass. Recorded by author.  
 
29 Personal communication, unnamed pilgrim, July 2, 2019, Hontanas.  
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perceived racially problematic and slightly disturbing nature heightened their actualities 

rituals representing local cultural heritage and designed for Spaniards, not for the pilgrim.  

 

 

 

 

 

A closer examination of one of the musical practices that occurred during the 

parade helps us to better contextualize the festivals within the Camino. Charangas were 

present at festivals both as mentioned above in Burgos and in Pamplona, and while they 

were one such contribution to the pilgrims’ perceived increase in activity and volume, 

they also held regionally specific meanings and purposes. The charanga, an understudied 

musical genre from Spain due to its marginal positionality between folklore and Western 

art music practices, has its primary function at festivals and is found throughout the 

country (Martín Olalla 2009:249-250). Typically comprised of trumpets, trombones, 

saxophones, tubas, snares, and bass drums, the groups performed pasacalles, parades 

down the streets to create a festive atmosphere, and paused to allow the public a more 

concentrated time to dance (Martín Olalla 2009:254-5). Most of the charangas I saw were 

younger people and were not professionals, and the tunes consisted of simple, repetitive 

melodies that were easily sung. The charanga sonically signified festivities and 

Figure 5. Spaniards and pilgrims 
watch the dance of the gigantes, 
Burgos. Photo by author.  
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celebrations and could be heard blocks away as they passed by pilgrims stopping for a 

drink or to rest. While the Spaniards, including Ángela, understood the charangas as 

commonplace accompaniments for the festivals, these groups remained nameless and 

insignificant to most pilgrims from other countries.30 I had to ask Ángela and other 

Spaniards about the charangas to ascertain both what the groups were called and what 

function they served for these festivities. 

The musical encounters in Burgos were not isolated events, but rather various 

other moments along the Camino occurred when pilgrims believed themselves to be 

tourists or performed as tourists, searching for things to do and see in the new towns. 

Time and physical motion mattered greatly, and they frequently took up touristic 

practices when they stayed in one location for more than a day. For example, because I 

spent two nights in Burgos, I had more freedom and energy to explore the city, visit 

museums, and take different sets of pilgrims to various sites I thought were interesting or 

had nice views during my rest day. In other places, such as while seated on a sunset boat 

tour in Finisterre, the Westernmost point in Northern Spain and the physical end of the 

Camino, another pilgrim commented that she finally felt “like a tourist now, for the first 

time on the Camino.”31 The combination of stopping sacred time, understood by the 

pilgrims as the daily rhythms of walk and rest, along with participation in activities in 

which tourists also partook, were some of the factors that divided these moments. These 

 

30 Video 7. The author’s first witnessing of a charanga performance before she knew their function, 
Pamplona. Recorded by author.  
 
31 Personal communication, Mariana, July 21, 2019, Finisterre. 
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periods of pause were the moments when places became sites of cultural heritage and 

entryways into place-based Spanish culture. 

We have almost reached our destination. With the end of the pilgrimage, 

however, come the multiple ways that local musical practices contest, expand, and 

transform public spaces along the Camino. Let us arrive, pause once again, and listen 

together…  

 

A Listen Past Local Musics 

 Austin, Hannah, Patrick, and I departed before sunrise on our final day so that we 

could arrive to the Catedral de Santiago before the crowds. The walk began peacefully 

through the dark forest as we shared YouTube videos that cut through the silence. 

Although we stopped briefly at a café, we immediately started walking again once we 

heard commotion from White Legs – the nickname we had given to those who had been 

walking for a short time and were not tan like us. We would not let the White Legs’ noise 

disturb our last day. The quiet returned, we all put in headphones, and I became absorbed 

in mentally preparing for the end of our pilgrimage. Some time passed, and after talking a 

little Hannah pulled out The Proclaimer’s “500 Miles,” and we belted the lyrics at the top 

of our lungs, because we had indeed walked 500 miles.  

I felt a wide range of emotions on our way to the cathedral, as reality failed to 

meet my romanticized expectations. Santiago was noisy, dirty, and honestly uglier than I 

had anticipated, and we were working hard to avoid the throngs of high schoolers 

chanting as they marched through the streets. I was disappointed because the bagpiper I 
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had read about online was not playing when we walked through the archway and turned 

left into the cobblestone plaza to face the cathedral. Gazing at the massive spires, I felt as 

if I had not truly completed the pilgrimage; skipping a week of walking felt like failure to 

me. Furthermore, my foot was so swollen and in pain that I was more concerned about 

finding a hospital to get an x-ray than I was celebrating our arrival. The four of us 

snapped a few photos, happy for our achievements, but not overcome with emotion. 

When we heard the high schoolers chanting from a distance, my friends signaled that we 

should leave the plaza immediately and go get our certificates. We did not want others’ 

shouts and singing to ruin this moment. As quickly as we arrived, we disappeared from 

the square, saving further interactions with the pilgrimage site for another time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At dusk a few days later I returned with some pilgrims to Praza da Quintana, the 

plaza immediately behind the Catedral de Santiago, for another concert. As St. James’s 

Figure 6. Our arrival to the Catedral de Santiago, 
Santiago de Compostela. Photo by Hannah 
Leadbetter. Used with permission. 
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Day coincided with the Día da Patria Galega (the Day of Galicia), the sacred rituals at the 

pilgrimage center gave way to regional concerts celebrating local cultural heritage. I had 

spent much of the day by myself, hugging the statue of St. James,32 hobbling through the 

winding alleys souvenir shopping, and nibbling on moist morsels of tarta de Santiago 

from street vendors. I also attended the two-hour high mass for St. James, which 

important national government officials and religious leaders led. Hannah, Sadhbh, and 

Colin, friends for many days by this point, joined me for the concert after getting drinks 

together, as they were interested in seeing the cultural concerts. We also ran into Myori 

and a few other pilgrims from previous days or weeks. Leilía, a women’s folk music 

group that has existed for thirty years, performed Galician songs with voice and 

tambourine under the gaze of the cathedral’s tower. For the duration of the concert, 

groups of young audience members tirelessly danced the muiñeira, a Galician folk dance 

in 6/8 time. They joyously pranced in circles with their arms raised high above their 

heads; as we were not familiar with the footwork required, we watched mesmerized or 

joined others around us in filming the spectacle.  

One of Leilía’s performers, speaking in Galician, thanked the audience for 

coming and supporting Galicia’s music and language so that they could keep their 

heritage alive. She shouted, “vivir a música é facer país” (to live music is to create our 

country), initiating thunderous applause and cries of “viva país Galego!” (long live the 

 
32 It is a pilgrim custom to literally hug the statue of St. James in the cathedral before venerating his 
remains.   
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Galician country!) from those around us.33 Shortly after, the cathedral’s bells chimed 

through the tireless drive of the tambourines and accordion, resounding the multiple 

temporalities and histories that existed alongside these present-day celebrations.   

 In this section I extend beyond the pilgrim to explore the ways that Galician 

musical practices alter the contemporary Camino, particularly as they marked regional 

identity and place, and our arrival into Santiago gave us the access to witness these 

contentions within the context of the pilgrimage. The St. James’s Day festivals in 

Santiago broaden the Camino’s social spaces to include not just the pilgrims walking at 

that time and the locals, but also the pilgrims who already arrived, the tourists, the 

organizers of the events and the pilgrimage, and national politicians and religious leaders. 

The musical encounters provided international pilgrims with glimpses into the 

complicated history and politics of a people who continue to push back against Spanish 

nationalism. Tourist attractions and national religious practices sounded out alongside 

these localized performances, at times in coordination and other times in conflict with 

one another.  

Galician regionalist sentiments have been inseparable from St. James’ festivals 

for several decades now, as the Day of Galicia’s annual push for independence occurs in 

the region’s capital on the same day as the Apostle’s celebrations (Feinberg 1985:227). 

As mentioned above, I witnessed a range of events during July 25 and 26 that had 

 

33 Audio 11. A performer from Leilía speaks to the audience about the importance of Galician 
music and language. Listen for “vivir a música é facer país” at 0:18 and “viva país Galego” at 0:28, 
Santiago de Compostela. Recorded by author.  
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varying underlying sentiments, spanning from the St. James mass with national 

government officials processing to brass quintets and a choir, to separatist parades and 

protests complete with police presence and bag searches, to the concert described above, 

using folk traditions to promote a distinct regional identity within Spain. These musical 

events occurred directly next to one another, rivaling for pilgrims’ recognition. The 

festivals dedicated to the patron saint of both Galicia and Spain were inseparable from 

regionalist desires to promote their local musics and emphasize their unique identity and 

history. At the same time, similar to the festivals in Burgos, they provided sources of 

entertainment and consumption for the pilgrims and tourists who explored the city those 

days, utilizing musical events to heighten emotions and create authenticity through 

transformed actualities (Bendix 1997:148).  

An examination of official documents about these festivals helps us to understand 

more of the multiple types of intended audience members and the interplay of religious 

and regional identities. Santiago’s mayor, Xosé A. Sánchez Bugallo, wrote in an official 

letter about July 25: 

“A capital de Galicia celebra as festas do seu patrón, o Apóstolo Santiago, cun 
universo sonoro de músicas que traspasa fronteiras, cun espectáculo de luz e son 
que nos lembra a historia da cidade e o protagonismo das súas mulleres; e cunha 
programación deportiva e cultural pensada para todos os composteláns e 
compostelás, para todos os galegos e galegas, e para todas aquelas persoa que nos 
visitan, sexan de onde sexan e veñan de onde veñan… Ao final, o premio, a 
Compostela, e a hospitalidade dunha cidade, Santiago, Patrimonio da 
Humanidade, na que todas as persoas son benvidas, e que agora vos abre os 
brazos para que desfrutedes coas súas festas. É tamén nestas datas cando a nosa 
cidade multiplica a súa capacidade de acollida e de compromiso con todos os 
galegos e galegas. Porque o 25 de xullo tamén é o Día de Galicia. Unha xornada 
que debe ser de unión e de harmonía, de convivencia de ideas e opinións plurais, 
de expresión da nosa identidade e da nosa cultura, en concordancia cos valores 
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que representa, desde hai máis de mil anos, Santiago de Compostela” (Bugallo 
2019).  
 
(The capital of Galicia celebrates the festivals of its patron saint, the apostle 
James, with a universal sounding of musics that cross boundaries, with a sound 
and light spectacle that remembers the history of the city and its women 
protagonists, and with the activity and cultural programming planned for all 
pilgrims, all Galicians, and all people that visit us, being who they are or coming 
from whence they come… In the end, the prize, the Compostela, and hospitality 
of the city, Santiago, Patrimony of the Humanities, to which all people are 
welcome, and that now opens its arms to you all so that you enjoy these festivals. 
And these dates are also when our city multiplies its capacity for the reception of 
and commitment to all Galicians. Because the 25th of July is also the Day of 
Galicia. A journey that should be of union and of harmony, of a coexistence of a 
plurality of ideas and opinions, of an expression of our identity and our culture, in 
accordance with the values that Santiago de Compostela has represented from 
here for over a thousand years.)34 
 
According to Bugallo, these festivals served a triple purpose – to invite outsiders 

to enjoy the festivals and become familiar with Galician culture, to provide Galicians 

with the space to celebrate their own identity, and to allow space for pilgrims to 

commemorate St. James. He even comments that these festivals will incorporate a range 

of music that passes across borders. For Bugallo, this hospitality and diversity is perhaps 

a bit idealized, promoting a coexistence of multiple identities that do not actually interact 

with one another – except, as I demonstrate, through sound. As pilgrims, we did not 

actually speak with or befriend locals or tourists, but rather we encountered them through 

musical performance.  

Music is one of the identity markers that the Galicians most readily use to 

distinguish themselves; music marked the territorial boundaries and reminded pilgrims of 

the struggles for a unique cultural identity within the nation (Aldred 2005:107; Feld and 

 
34 Translation mine. I take responsibility for any errors.  
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Basso 1997:11). Most other pilgrims only commented on the change in physical terrain to 

mountains and forest, as for them it was merely a border to be crossed, not examined or 

questioned. On the other hand, a few others and I viscerally sensed Galicia as all of the 

loudspeakers at bars and souvenir shops on the region’s border poured out gaitas 

(Galician bagpipes) instead of Spanish or English pop songs. This difference was further 

heightened for me when my taxi driver from one of the border towns played this music 

while driving and spoke to other local passengers in Galician.35 These overtly place-

based identities pushed against the globally focused sentiments and idealized 

communities that Camino rituals created, promoting difference along a path that 

encouraged people to seek commonalities amongst each other. While the pilgrims 

rendered these boundaries as fluid through their steps and musical practices, the locals’ 

musics re-solidified them. This music ensured, as one travelled closer to Santiago, that 

Galician identity was inseparable from the destination. For example, I heard the bagpiper 

I had missed along an underpass next to the Catedral de Santiago play every other day I 

was there, and the Santiago-based folkloric group Cantigas e Agarimos performed 

 

35 Video 8. The taxi driver plays music by gaitero Carlos Nuñez over the radio as we enter Galicia 
and whiz past pilgrims, after O Cebreiro. Recorded by author.    
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“Foliada de Noia” to accompany the highly memorable fireworks and light spectacle on 

the eve of St. James’ Day.36 

 

 

 

The autonomous community of Galicia has been promoting its unique identity 

and pushing for independence over the past decades (Lois González 2013:17; Rasch 

2014:37). This regionalism, which occurs in several communities across northern Spain, 

pushes against Spanish nationalism as they desire to secede and become separate political 

and cultural entities (Bohlman 1996b:431). Spanish studies scholar Sarah Aldred notes 

that after the Spanish Civil War ended in 1939, Franco’s dictatorship worked to represent 

a unified Spanish nation, and this involved forbidding local languages and ensuring local 

musics were only performed if they represented Spain (Aldred 2005:110, 113). In 

opposition to these restrictions, the Galician Movemento da Nova Canciön (New Song 

Movement) developed in the 1960s, which, inspired as well by the protest-song 

movements in the Americas at the time, entailed musicians promoting their local musics 

and singing in Galician (Aldred 2005:110).  

 

36 Video 9. The Santiago-based folkloric group Cantigas e Agarimos rehearses “Foliada de Noia,” 
Santiago de Compostela. Recorded by author. 

Figure 7. Gaiteros and drummers 
promote Galician music for tourists 
and pilgrims outside of Catedral de 
Santiago, Santiago de Compostela. 
Photo by author. 
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The band that played after Leilía’s concert, Milladoiro, was one of these bands 

that developed in the 1970s and led the music revival in the region, desiring to promote 

Galician cultural heritage and inspiring countless ensembles after them (Aldred 

2005:126, 137). Although the other pilgrims and I admittedly left this concert early due to 

exhaustion, I could sense by the size of the crowd that this group was important. 

Milladoiro originated with the objective to “promote Galicia’s traditional music in a 

positive light and to rid it of its inferior image” that had developed under Franco’s regime 

(Aldred 2005:134). The group played with a particular pro-Celtic aesthetic, a trend that 

had begun in the nineteenth century to connect Galician regionalisms with their Celtic 

heritage, just one people group out of many that had inhabited the region throughout 

previous centuries (Campos Calvo-Sotelo 2013:54-55). Combined with the commercial 

success of gaiteros such as Carlos Nuñez and Cristina Pato, these Celtic sounds would be 

the ones most readily recognizable today as Galician (Campos Calvo-Sotela 2013:56). 

Leilía was one of the many groups that followed Milladoiro’s example. Instead of playing 

into Celtic stereotypes, their musics reflected the trends of folklore and heritage groups: 

concentrated originally on collecting material from around Galicia, they desired to 

perform it as close to the “original” as possible (Aldred 2005:174). In the concert I 

attended, they played primarily music for pandeireta, a type of tambourine, tunes directly 

associated with rural Galician women (Aldred 2005:176).37  

 

37 Video 10. Leilía performs a tune with pandeiretas, Santiago de Compostela. Recorded by author.   
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Both Milladoiro and Leilía have been successful in raising public awareness of 

Galician music and lyrics over the past few decades, and the fact that they spoke to their 

audiences in Galician is one testament to this (Aldred 2005:135). Promotion of the 

Galician language had developed in conjunction with musical revivals of the 1960s and 

1970s, as language gave them a clear sense of cultural identity; language revitalization 

was imperative for cultural sustainability (Aldred 2005:154; Rasch 2014:50; see also 

Przybylski 2018). Shouting “to live music is to create our country” during the concert 

was a very direct way that Leilía connected their performances to the fight for 

independence. 

Leilía’s concert marked only the beginning of the Galician cultural celebrations 

that were to continue the following day for Compostela TradFest, the traditional music 

festival spread out on various stages across the city’s casco histórico. This was the first 

year that Tradfest occurred, explicitly musically promoting Galician identity in 

conjunction with the offering to St. James and the Day of Galicia. The Galicia sounds 

therefore intermingled with the pilgrimage, Santiago’s bells, and other religious sights 

and sounds, adding value to their performances. Sponsored by the local newspaper La 

Voz de Galicia, Tradfest was considered “la mayor exhibición de música y baile 

tradicional de Galicia que se recuerda en Santiago” (the largest traditional Galician music 

and dance exhibition that has occurred in Santiago) (Calveiro 2019a). The goal was for 

the event to be participatory and intergenerational, with traditional dances and children’s 

activities playing a central role (Calveiro 2019b).  
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Furthermore, while local culture was promoted at these events, the Galician 

audience members were equally mixed amongst the tourists and pilgrims that Mayor 

Bugallo had welcomed for the festivals. This was perhaps most evident in the physical 

intermingling of young adults dancing the muiñeira, a Galician folk dance genre in 6/8 

time, during the concerts. They formed inward-facing circles in the plaza while outsiders 

watched and took videos, at once reinforcing their communal identities and becoming 

living heritage exhibitions to those around them.38 These fleeting global-local interactions 

occurred at multiple moments throughout the concerts in Galicia as pilgrims and tourists 

remained witnesses of the intensely local events. The Galician music sounding out during 

the St. James festivals insisted on reviving local Galician folk genres, publicizing their 

regional identity to the international audience and intertwining with the memories and 

meanings of the Camino that the relentless stream of pilgrims would carry with them 

after their walk (Calverio 2019; Vargas 2015:36). 

 

Ultreia! 

 Just as my Camino started and finished with local Spanish cultures sonically 

pressing through the hostel windows, a sounded word and a song also bookended my 

journey. My hostel the first nights in St. Jean Pied de Port took its name from this tune, 

even though I was unaware of it at the time. During my last day in Santiago, I confronted 

 

38 Video 11. Locals dance the muiñeira while pilgrims watch behind the camera, Santiago de 
Compostela. Recorded by author.  
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a visual representation of the song’s lyrics, emphasizing its symbolic importance and 

calling me further on the Way of Compostela. The song “Ultreia” (“onward” or 

“upward”), always present but ever elusive, was an evanescent anthem that crossed 

boundaries like the pilgrims, appearing and disappearing unexpectedly along the route. 

This single hymn, evolving over the many centuries of the Camino, contains many of the 

themes already discussed in this thesis, drawing global communities together, harkening 

back to a historical heritage, and ultimately singing into being new renditions of the 

pilgrimage in the twenty-first century. 

While there have been multiple melodies and interpretations of the song “Ultreia” 

throughout past centuries (Echevarría Bravo 1982:21; Villanueva Abelairas 2020), the 

version that other pilgrims and I sang throughout France and Spain was a recent 

rendition, which French pilgrim and Spanish professor Jean-Claude Benazet wrote in 

1989. Benazet’s version of “Ultreia,” like all of the other musical practices outlined in 

this thesis, has transformed the social spaces of the Camino in recent years and continues 

to foster communal formations between international pilgrims and locals. Benazet 

explained in a radio interview that he wrote the song while he was walking from France, 

and although he had originally written it just for himself, when he sang it for his friends, 

they loved it. Later in Spain, he shared it with a priest, José Ignacio Díaz, who told him 

that they would start to sing it every day for the pilgrim’s blessing, even though it was in 

French. Since this initial connection between international pilgrim and local religious 
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leader in 1989, the song has spread along the route and transformed into the hymn of the 

Camino (Benazet and Rojas 2019).  

I only sang this song one time throughout the pilgrimage, at the unique globalized 

musical encounter in Carrión de los Condes. Saving it for the end of the musical event, 

we sang the chorus together as the musical apex that both identified us as pilgrims and 

marked our unity on the journey. The nuns claimed that it was the official anthem of the 

Camino, and I trusted this assertion.   

 Sung in French, its lyrics stated:39 

 

Tous les matins nous prenons le 
chemin, 

Tous les matins nous allons plus 
loin, 

Jour après jour la route nous 
appellee, 

C’est la voix de Compostelle! 
Ultreia! Ultreia! E sus eia!  

Deus adjuva nos! 
  

Chemin de terre et chemin de foi, 
Voie millénaire de l’Europe, 

La voie lactée de Charlemagne, 
 

 
39 Lyrics are from a pamphlet another pilgrim received in the abbey Sainte Foy de Conques in Spain. 
Translation mine. I take responsibility for any errors. 

Every morning we take to the 
path, 

Every morning we go even 
farther, 

Day after day the route  
calls us, 

It’s the way of Compostela! 
 

Onward! Onward! And upward! 
God help us! 

 
Path of earth and path of faith, 

Thousand-year-old way of 
Europe 

Figure 8. “Ultreia” transcription displayed for pilgrims to sing in Albergue Parroquial de Santiago (Santiago 
Religious Hostel), Logroño. Photo by Ángela Ramos Rosellón. Used with permission. 
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C’est le chemin de tous les 
jacquets! 

 
Et tout là-bas au bout du 

continent, 
Messire Jacques nous attend, 

Depuis toujours son sourire fixe 
Le soleil qui meurt au Finisterre. 

 

The Milky Way of Charlemagne 
It’s the path of all the pilgrims! 

 
And all the feet to the end of the 

continent, 
Mister James waits for us, 
His smile is always fixed 

On the sun that sets at Finisterre. 
 

Combining multiple phrases from various points throughout history with those 

that were meaningful to a particular individual walking in more recent years, this song 

embodies a transformed cultural heritage and history of the Camino. The chorus of the 

song takes its lyrics directly from the Codex Calixtinus’s piece “Ultreia,” also called 

“Dum Pater Familias,” continuing to bring to life this twelfth century document and the 

medieval Latin-based words, uniting past and present dialects and revoicing the common 

verbal greeting “Ultreia” in the present day (Bolanda 2015; Villanueva Abelairas 

2011:267; Villanueva Abelairas 2020; Dunn and Davidson 1996:56; Echevarría Bravo 

1982:21). “Ultreia” sonically calls the pilgrims to the Way of Compostela each time the 

song is performed, resounds its thousand-year history across the route. Simultaneously, it 

connects the contemporary pilgrims together through song; the song enables them to 

perform “the past as present” and proclaim the Camino’s sacred origins (Bohlman 

1996b:434).  

Because Benazet initially composed “Ultreia” for himself, it is representative of 

the individualized, inward-focused spirituality that continues today. Since the first time 

he sang it in 1989, its sound carried across the Pyrenees into Spain, voicing the pilgrim 

path while joining in with other songs that have been sung throughout history. The 
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French lyrics sonically break down regional and national boundaries, offering an 

alternative history and geography of this part of Europe. “Ultreia” literally sings the Way, 

beginning lyrically with the sunrise, when one hears the call of St. James, takes their first 

steps, and ends the journey with the sunset over Finisterre.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

The only other instance I directly came into contact with “Ultreia” was at the 

Museum of Pilgrimage and Santiago during my final day in Santiago. The description of 

the visual artwork entitled “Ultreia” stated: “Ultreia, an expression that comes from the 

Codex Calixtinus of Santiago Cathedral, was often used as a greeting by pilgrims and as 

an exclamation of joy. The work, a tribute to all the pilgrims that make the Camino de 

Santiago, was made out of walking sticks donated by pilgrims on their arrival in 

Compostela” (Xunta de Galicia 2015). The eight-hundred-year-old phrase called out 

above walking sticks from countless contemporary pilgrims, connecting present practices 

with a curated, performed past heritage and subject of representational play 

(Kirschenblatt-Gimblett 1998:3). While “Ultreia” may not be prevalently spoken today, it 

Figure 9. “Ultreia” exhibition in the Museum of 
Pilgrimage and Santiago connect present pilgrims 
with past sonic utterances, Santiago de 
Compostela. Photo by author. 
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has been transformed into a representation of cultural and religious heritage, sustaining a 

spiritual journey and transforming a local, individualized song into a site of musical 

encounter and communitas for the international pilgrims. As pilgrims continue to collapse 

boundaries and arrive to Santiago, may “Ultreia” sound in harmony with countless other 

global and local musics to recreate the Camino each and every day. 
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Glossary  

Albergue - Lodging in each town designated for pilgrims 

Charangas – In Northern Spain, small ensembles of wind and percussion instruments that 

play on the streets during festivals  

Casco histórico – Historical center of cities that often contain significant historical and 

religious architecture or events 

Dulzaina – Double reed instrument similar to the oboe 

Gaitas – Galician bagpipes 

Gigantes – Large plaster heads that walk through the streets accompanied by music. The 

heads often symbolize or mock figures in leadership positions 

Hospitaleros - Albergue hosts along the Camino 

Jota – Typical dance originating in Aragón that spread throughout Spain 

Muiñeira - A Galician folk dance in 6/8 time 

Pasacalles - Parades down the streets to create a festive atmosphere 

Pandeireta – A Galician tambourine 

Tarta de Santiago – An almond meal cake with a cross on it to symbolize St. James 
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